Components of the smooth pursuit function in deficit and nondeficit schizophrenia.
The diagnosis of schizophrenia likely encompasses a heterogeneous group of disorders, complicating the search for its causes. Studies of deficit schizophrenia represent an attempt to reduce this heterogeneity by identifying biologically distinct subgroups. Supplementing clinical phenotypes with biological markers of risk (e.g., eye-tracking and sensory-gating deficits) have also been used to reduce disease heterogeneity. In this study, we examined smooth pursuit eye movements in healthy controls (n = 37), and deficit (n = 18) and nondeficit (n = 32) patients with schizophrenia to determine what aspects of abnormal smooth pursuit are associated with the two patient groups, and which, if any, specifically mark the deficit phenotype. A small sample of relatives of deficit (n = 12) and nondeficit (n = 35) patients was also examined. Positive symptoms were equally present in deficit and nondeficit patients. Subtle, psychotic-like positive traits were also equally present in the relatives of both deficit and nondeficit probands, whereas negative symptoms were significantly more prevalent among the relatives of deficit probands. Deficits in predictive pursuit were present in both patient groups and both groups of relatives. Deficit patients showed significantly lower initiation acceleration. A similar pattern of results was seen in our pilot sample of relatives of deficit patients. These findings suggest that predictive smooth pursuit abnormality is associated with positive symptoms in schizophrenia, and that initiation abnormalities may be associated with the deficit syndrome.